OUT OF UNIFORM NOTE

Present this form to the Main Office upon arrival to explain being out of uniform.

Parent or Guardian, please complete this form and return it to the school office on a day when your child is out of uniform due to some unforeseen issue. This note helps us understand that you are aware of our uniform policy, acknowledge that your child has not met the expectations and has a plan to correct the issues leading to the infraction.

Print Student’s First and Last Name

Grade

Community

Date(s) of uniform infraction

Expected date of uniform correction __/__/___

Description of uniform issue

Reason for being out of uniform

Parent/Guardian Signature

Date

Green-1st Quarter; Lavender-2nd Quarter; Blue-3rd Quarter; Yellow-4th Quarter
each student receives 3 Uniform Notes per Quarter; after the third one is used, the parent must meet with the Dean of Students and the student is issued a Saturday detention.